2008 audi a4 wagon

Though there are other entry-level luxury cars that are newer or sportier, the Audi A4 is still a
fine choice thanks to its reasonable price, high-quality interior and engaging personality. Many
of the world's major religions bear a similar theme: A messiah comes, bringing with him
enlightenment and a path to a better way of living. Audi had its very own messiah of sorts with
the A4. Bad press regarding unintended acceleration based on reports that were later shown to
be unfounded tarnished the manufacturer's image in the late '80s and early '90s, sending sales
into an unholy tailspin. Launched in the mid-'90s, the Audi A4 -- buoyed by crisp handling,
superb road manners and elegant visage -- proved compelling enough to reinvigorate the brand.
Now in its third generation, the Audi A4 is as enticing as ever -- and Edmunds. The Audi A4 is
catnip for drivers who crave the finer things. One of the few entry-level luxury cars available as
a sedan, convertible and wagon, the Audi A4 morphs to please everyone from bustling families
to solitary singles. Slide inside and you'll find a cabin that takes the "entry" out of "entry-luxury.
On the move, the A4 has a solid feel to it, an attribute no doubt helped by the car's commonly
fitted Quattro all-wheel-drive system. Compromises are few, but they do exist. Neither A4 engine
is a powerhouse, for instance, as the turbocharged 2. Another potential negative is the rear
seat, which isn't as roomy as the accommodations in some rivals. Hard-core enthusiasts might
also criticize the A4's handling, which is softer and less responsive than the premier sport
sedans in this price range. However, many buyers will find that the Audi's high level of feedback
compensates for its somewhat slower reflexes. That's not to say you shouldn't consider other
models if you're shopping in this highly competitive class. While all of these cars have their
merits, if you end up with a Audi A4, we doubt you'll be dissatisfied. Thanks to its versatile yet
fun-loving demeanor, range of body styles, reasonable price tag and best-in-class cabin, the A4
could well be the salvation for those searching for a great all-around entry-level luxury car. The
Audi A4 comes built to satisfy in a plethora of body styles. A sedan, convertible Cabriolet and
wagon Avant are offered. The trims are defined by the engines that power them: 2. The A4 2.
Pump up the swank quotient with a 3. A4 Cabriolets have an automatic soft top and equipment
lists largely similar to those of the sedan and wagon. Most of the 3. The latter also includes
adaptive bi-xenon headlights and auto-dimming mirrors. For both trim levels, Audi offers an S
line sport package with inch wheels, a sport-tuned suspension and specialized interior trim. A4
buyers can also opt for heated rear seats via a cold weather package , a navigation system, an
upgraded speaker Bose sound system which includes satellite radio , Bluetooth connectivity, a
dedicated iPod interface and the "Titanium" styling package with inch wheels and several wood
and metallic embellishments. The 2. Available on the A4 3. The A4 is available with one of two
engines. A4 Avants are available only with Audi's Quattro all-wheel drive, but sedan and
Cabriolet buyers may choose between front-wheel drive and Quattro. Quattro-equipped A4s
give you the choice of a six-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmission. The same holds
true for front-wheel-drive A4 3. Instead of the automatic, front-drive 2. Standard features in this
area include antilock brakes, traction control, stability control, front-seat side airbags and
full-length side curtain airbags except on Cabriolets. Rear seat-mounted side airbags are
available as an option for the sedan and wagon. In National Highway Transportation Safety
Administration frontal crash tests, the A4 rated four stars out of five; in side impact testing, the
car earned a perfect five stars for front occupants and four stars for those seated in rear. The
Audi A4 attained a "Good" rating the highest possible for the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety's frontal offset, side-impact and head restraint effectiveness tests. The Audi A4 is truly a
model of composure in the entry-luxury segment, with balanced ride and handling and a
suspension that dispenses with ruts and potholes with unflappable German efficiency. As such,
it's a sterling daily driver. A4s equipped with the S line Sport Package offer sharper, grippier
handling. This Audi is no BMW 3 Series, but it's a more communicative driving partner than
many other cars in this class and the extra traction afforded by the Quattro all-wheel-drive
system is quite useful in Northern climates. Acceleration is certainly adequate on everything,
with the possible exception of the Cabriolet 2. In reviews, we've found the 2. The V6 is smooth,
but with only hp, it lacks the motivation needed to keep pace with competitors' plus-hp V6s. The
cherry on top of any Audi vehicle is usually its cabin, and the A4 maintains this standard.
Design is above reproach, and build and materials quality is superlative. Some may find the
seats overly firm, but most will agree that they provide welcome support when road-tripping.
The navigation system takes some getting used to, but elsewhere, the controls are pleasantly
intuitive. A4 sedans can haul up to The A4 Cabriolet's traditional soft top might seem a tad
old-fashioned in this age of retractable hardtops, but it's reasonably quick in operation and
compact enough to allow a maximum luggage capacity of The Used Audi A4 Wagon is offered in
the following styles: 2. Avant quattro 4dr Wagon AWD 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.

Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Audi A4 Wagon. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Audi lease specials Check out
Audi A4 lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Cramped rear seat, engines lack the power of
competitors' top-line engines. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the A4 for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to
know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Audi A4
receives only minor changes. Exterior features that were previously available as part of the
sedan and wagon's optional S line sport package are now standard. This means that front and
rear bumpers have been revised, as has the lower side door trim. An integrated trunk lid spoiler
has been added, along with a new front grille and S line badging. To reflect this, the optional S
line Sport Package has been trimmed to include just a sport-tuned suspension, sport
three-spoke steering wheel, aluminum trim, inch wheels and leather upholstery with unique
stitching. On the A4 Cabriolet, heated front seats are now standard. An optional iPod interface
is available on all Audi A4s. Read more. Write a review See all 56 reviews. This is an awesome
SUV Alternative. This vehicle has become my favorite. I can drive it over highway 17 in
California with vigor. I drove it to Tahoe with the family, a roof box and a lot of gear. It was a
blast. It compensated well on icy patches and blasted through the snow. I can put my golden
retriever in the back, pick up the family and still enjoy the ride. The S mode and paddle shifters
make this a stealth sports car. I enjoy the "S" suspension features and the mileage of the 2. It
feels like a Porsche station wagon. I predict that these wagons will see a resurgence in the near
future. The Avant gets 22 around town and 28 highway. Read less. The little wagon that could. I
have had several Audi's over the past 15 years as well as several Jeeps. This latest purchase
with the 3. Power, all weather ability with utility and sport car manors. This package does it all.
The MMI is great. Did a three hundred mile loop from New York to Boston and got 29 mpg. Got it
with the Audi Certified program so great deal with new car warranty. Very, very happy. I drove
this A4 Avant for 18 months and could not wait for the day to finally unload this car. The car was
in the repair shop 6 times in 18 months - all for engine issues - fuel sensor, oxygen sensor in
turbo, and finally an oil leak. The dealership was courteous and professional each time I had the
car in, but the problems kept popping up. When the car was functioning properly, I enjoyed
driving it. My main complaint was the automatic transmission - the Drive transmission setting
shifted painfully slowly and enhanced the awful turbo lag. In 20 years of driving Honda and
Toyota products, I made 3 trips in total for non-routine maintenance. A4 Avant is one of the
ultimate NW vehicles. This car will go anywhere, safely and comfortably. It is fun to drive,
considering the cargo capacity. On ramps: fun. Twisty mountain roads: fun. Race track: fun.
Highway cruising: smooth and comfortable. Around town: perfect. Load up kids, dogs, luggage,
groceries, everything. Bikes, skis, and boats on top no problem. Seriously, for active families
who don't want a big SUV, this is about as close to perfect as you can get. Kids who want to
lower it and stuff some wide wheels on, no problem, you will get big scene points because it's
an avant. See all 56 reviews of the Used Audi A4 Wagon. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the A4. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

